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EC1. Proof of Lemma 1
We first state some preliminary results. We note that
hence P Ab id i is increasing in i. Also by (3)
The proof of the following result is elementary hence skipped.
Lemma EC1. If for a level j, 1 < j < I,d j =d j for some j < j then level j cannot be efficient. Also, for any efficient level i j
for all i ≤ i j .
1
Remark EC1 (Equivalent definitions). It can easily be checked that if a level i is inefficient than the following hold for some i 1 ≤ i ≤ i 2
and
Proof of Lemma 1: The routing LP (10) can be written as
st. 
For the rest of the proof we focus on establishing an optimal solution of LP-DE. Because an optimal solution of LP-D can easily be derived from an optimal solution of LP-DE, we also refer to such a solution as an optimal solution of LP-D, with a slight abuse of terminology.
We divide the proof into a few cases depending on the value of the parameters N and λ. objective function value of LP-D, therefore it must be an optimal solution of (10), proving (15).
Next, assume that λ N =d i * for an efficient level i * . By (EC4) and (EC5) and the fact that level i * is efficient for any i 1 < i * < i 2 and i 1 , i 2 ∈ N c P Ab i * di * − P Ab i 1d i 1
where by convention ·/0 = ∞ andd i 2 ≥d i * >d i 1 by Lemma EC1 and the fact that i 1 , i 2 ∈ N c . Let y * λ be such that
The existence of such y * λ is guaranteed by the fact that level i * is assumed to be efficient and by (EC15). Also, set
First note that by the fact that level I is efficient,d I >d i * and by (EC16) with i 2 = I, y * λ ≤ 1. Using (EC16) and (EC17) it is easily checked that (y * λ , y * N ) satisfies (EC11) for all i ∈ N c . Also, for λ N y λ − y N =d i * y λ − y N ≤ P Ab i * di * by our assumption that λ N =d i * . Note also that the feasible solution given by λ i * = λ, λ i = 0 for i = i * for the routing LP (EC7) attains the same objective value as the optimal objective function value of LP-D, therefore it must be an optimal solution of (10), proving (16) 
Also define
Using (EC11) for i * j and i * j+1 , we have for any feasible solution (y λ , y N )
On the other hand, it is easy to verify that (y * λ , y * N ) defined in (EC18) achieves this best possible value. Therefore it is enough to show that (y * λ , y * N ) is a feasible solution for LP-DE to conclude that it is an optimal solution for LP-DE.
By the monotonicity property (EC1) and Lemma EC1, (y * λ , y * N ) satisfies the constraints (EC12), (EC13) and (EC14). Also, it satisfies (EC11) for i = i * j and i = i * j+1 . In fact, these two constraints are tight at this point. We next prove that (y * λ , y *
Since level i * j is efficient, by (EC5) and Lemma EC1
This implies by (EC19) thatd
, a similar argument applies by using the efficiency of level i * j+1 . Specifically, by (EC5)
where the last inequality follows from (EC20).
If U i * j = ∅, then the proof is complete. Also, for all i ∈ N , (y * λ , y * N ) satisfies (EC11), as described above if (y * λ , y * N ) satisfies (EC11) for all i ∈ N c . So next we consider
It follows from Lemma EC2 below and (EC6) that
Thend
where the first inequality follows from (EC21) and the second inequality follows from the fact that (y * λ , y * N ) satisfies the constraint (EC11) for i * j and i * j+1 . So (y * λ , y * N ) satisfies the constraint (EC11) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ I. Therefore, (y * λ , y * N ) is an optimal solution for LP-DE and LP-D. In addition, the feasible solution given by (16) for the routing LP (EC7) attains the same objective value as the optimal objective value of LP-D, therefore it must be an optimal solution of (10), proving (16) in this case. ) for LP-DE. We claim that it is an optimal solution of LP-DE. Note first that it is feasible by (6). In addition, by (EC11) for i = I and (EC12), for any feasible solution (y λ , y N ) the objective function is bounded by
is an optimal solution of LP-DE and LP-D. Note also that the feasible solution given by λ I =d I N , λ I+1 = λ −d I N , and λ i = 0, i = 1, . . . , I − 1 for the routing LP (EC7) attains the same objective value with the optimal objective function value of LP-D, therefore it must be an optimal solution of (10), proving (17).
EC1.1. Proof of (EC21)
We now focus on the inefficient levels in U i * j ∩ N c (when U i j = ∅) for an efficient level i j . For notational simplicity we assume N = ∅ and use only the notation U i * j the rest of this section. (We do not make use of this assumption in the proof.) For an inefficient level i, we denote the set of all pairs (i 1 , i 2 ) with i 1 < i < i 2 that satisfy (EC5) by J (i). For any i ∈ U i j , by the definition of inefficiency, there exists a pair (k, j) ∈ J (i). However, the definition itself does not require (i j , i j+1 )
to be one of the pairs in J (i). In this section we prove that (i j , i j+1 ) ∈ J (i).
Let a i = P Ab id i and consider the set of pairs {(d i , a i ) : i = {1, 2, . . . , I}} on a two-dimensional plane. Assume thatd k =d j and let L k,j : R → R denote the (straight) line passing through points
From here on when we consider L k,j we assume without further mention thatd k =d j . For k < i < j,
we have
If a level i is inefficient then by (EC6) eitherd k =d i for some k < i or
for some (k, j) ∈ J(i).
Note that (EC21) is equivalent to
We use the following results in the proof that are immediate from algebraic manipulations. Let
Let i < j and k < l and assume that there exists
Proof of Lemma EC2: We prove the result using an induction argument. Because level i is inefficient, by Lemma EC3 below, (k 1 , i j+1 ) ∈ J (i) for some k 1 < i. Hence, by (EC22) (note that by Lemma EC1 and the fact that i j+1 is efficient we haved i <d i j+1 for all i < i j+1 )
Now we proceed by induction. Let i = i j + 1. Assume that k 1 < i j as otherwise the proof is complete. Because level i j is efficient
Since
for all x ≤d i j+1 by (EC25). The result then follows from (EC27). Now assume that for i ∈ U i j , i > i j + 1 and
the result follows as above using (EC28). Now assume that k 1 > i j . By the induction argument
Therefore, by (EC25)
for x <d i j+1 . Then (EC23) follows from (EC27).
for some 1 ≤ k < i.
Proof of Lemma EC3: Assume that level i is inefficient. Then by (EC6) eitherd i =d j for some
for some j 1 < i < j 2 .
First assume thatd i =d i for some i < i. Then, by Lemma EC1d i j+1 >d i =d i . Hence, we have
by (EC24) completing the proof in this case. Now assume thatd i >d i−1 and that (EC30) holds. It follows from (EC24) and Lemma EC1 that d j 2 >d i . We prove the result in this case recursively by induction. First suppose i = i j+1 − 1. In this case, if j 2 = i j+1 the result follows. Otherwise, we must have j 2 > i j+1 . The fact that level i j+1
is efficient implies
hence by (EC24)
The result (EC29) with k = j 1 follows from (EC30) and (EC31) (with x =d i sinced i >d j 1 ). Now suppose i < i j+1 − 1 and by induction that for all i with i < i < i j+1
for some k 1 (i ) < i . By the discussion above, ifd i =d i−1 the proof is immediate, therefore we focus on the case whend i >d i−1 . Ifd i >d i−1 then it follows from (EC24) and Lemma EC1 thatd j 2 >d i .
Also, by Lemma EC1 and the fact that i j+1 is efficient we haved j 2 <d i j+1 . Hence for the rest of the proof the following holdsd
If j 2 ≥ i j+1 , then the result (EC29) (with k = j 1 ) follows in a similar way to the discussion leading to (EC31). So we now focus on the case where j 2 < i j+1 . We can assume the pair (j 1 , j 2 ) we pick is the one such that j 2 = min{j : (j 1 , j) ∈ J (i)}. By the induction assumption (EC32), for this j 2
There are three different cases to be analyzed separately.
, then result (EC29) with k = k 1 (j 2 ) follows immediately. So we focus on the case where
We show below that in this case,
We now show the result (EC29) holds with k = j 1 using (EC35) and (EC36). Figure 1 gives a graphic demonstration of the argument. LetL j 1 ,j 2 denote the line that passes through the points
). Since (EC34) holds, by (EC24), we have that
On the other hand, since (EC36) holds, by (EC25), we have that
This, again by (EC24), implies thatL
The result follows from (EC30), (EC37) and (EC38) (with x =d i sinced i ≥d j 1 ).
To complete the proof in Case (i), we next prove (EC36). We first show that (EC34) and the opposite of (EC36) implies that
(In other words, the line segment connecting (d j 1 , a j 1 ) and (d j 2 , a j 2 ) lies above the line passing
,j 2 be defined as above. By (EC34) and (EC24)
and if (EC36) does not hold then by (EC25)
We have (EC39) by (EC40) and (EC41). By (EC39) and (EC30), we must have that
, then this and (EC34) implies that
Sinced k 1 (j 2 ) ≤d i ≤d j 2 , the result (EC29) with k = k 1 (j 2 ) follows immediately from (EC30) and from plugging x =d i in (EC42).
It follows from (EC34) that
In particular, the above holds for x =d j 1 sinced j 1 ≤d k 1 (j 2 ) . Thus, by (EC25),
Sinced j 2 ≤d i j+1 , the above inequality holds for x =d j 2 , this together with (EC34) implies that
The result (EC29) with k = j 1 follows from (EC30) and (EC43) (with x =d i sinced i ≥d j 1 ).
Case (iii):
Since level j 2 is the smallest indexed level such that (j 1 , j 2 ) ∈ J (i) we must have
Also note thatd i j+1 >d k 1 (j 2 ) ≥d i >d j 1 by (EC33). (EC44) together with (EC30) implies
On the other hand, (EC34) implies that
By (EC26), we have
In particular, the above inequality holds for x =d i j+1 sinced i j+1 ≥d j 2 . Thus, by (EC24), (EC43) holds in this case as well. The result (EC29) with k = j 1 follows from (EC30) and (EC43) (with
EC2. Queueing equations
In this section we provide the details of the queueing equations for the CSC systems and set the notation for the rest of results in the appendix.
EC2.1. Notation
All random variables and processes are defined on a common probability space (Ω, G, P ) unless specified otherwise. The symbols N, R and R + are used to denote nonnegative integers, real numbers and nonnegative real numbers, respectively. Billingsley (1968) ). For a function f : R → R d with d
being some positive integer, we say that t is a regular point of f if f is differentiable at t and usė f (t) to denote its derivative at t. We use E υ [·] to denote the conditional expectation and P υ {·} to denote the conditional probability given that (Q(0), Z(0)) is distributed according to υ. Similarly,
we use E x [·] to denote the conditional expectation and P x {·} to denote the conditional probability
EC2.2. Queueing Equations
In this section we introduce the queueing equations for the CSC systems. Fix λ and let Z λ i (t) denote the number of agents serving i customers and Q λ (t) denote the number of customers in queue at time t. Also, let {S i : i = 1, . . . , I + 1} denote a set of independent rate 1 Poisson processes and A λ (t) denote the number of arrivals at the system by time t which is also assumed to be independent of {S i : i = 1, . . . , I + 1}. We denote by A λ i (t) the number of customers who are routed to an agent serving i customers for i = 0, 1, . . . , I − 1 and by A λ I (t) the number of customers who are routed to the queue upon arrival by time t in the λth system. We set
denote the number of customers who leave the system while receiving service from an agent at level i and the number of abandonments from queue by time t, respectively. The following queueing equations are satisfied under any policy for t ≥ 0.
where
Also, an arrival can be routed to an agent at level i only when there is at least one agent at that level, hence,
In addition, because we focus on non-idling policies, customers wait in the queue only when all agents are at level I, therefore
Additional equations under the proposed policy: Note that the policy proposed in §4.1 is a static priority policy once the basic levels i if level i has priority over i . We note that under the proposed policy, for 0 < t 1 < t 2 , we have
EC3. Proof of Theorem 1
Fix λ and let π λ denote a non-idling policy. We first prove that under π λ there exists a unique steady state distribution υ(π λ ) for the processes (Z λ , Q λ ). We prove this result using Foster's criteria. Choose K > 0 large enough so that 
because the policy is assumed to be non-idling. Therefore (Z λ , Q λ ) is positive recurrent for each λ by Foster's criteria (see for example Meyn and Tweedie (2009) 
Obviously, under υ(π λ )
Because the underlying chain is ergodic
In addition, by stationarity
Consider the following LP min {Q,Z i ;i=0,1,...,I}
Denote the optimal solution of this LP byP Ab (λ, N λ ). By (EC54), (EC55), and (EC56), we have
Also, LP (EC57) is equivalent to LP (10), which can be seen by setting λ i =d i Z i and λ I+1 = γQ there and using (2). Therefore,
Then taking the limit on both sides of (EC58) as λ goes to infinity and using the fact
which follows from (9), and the fact that the optimal solution of the LP is a continuous function of its constraints gives the desired result.
EC4. Proof of Theorem 2
In this section we prove Theorem 2. (Throughout the proof we use the notation defined in §EC2.)
The proof is based on analyzing the (fluid) limits of the fluid scaled processes (n
Specifically we find the steady state of the fluid limits by establishing the fluid model equations.
Then we show that the steady state of the fluid scaled processes are tight. Then we combine these results to complete the proof. For the case when there is only one basic level in the limit the proof is slightly different but the idea is similar.
We analyze the fluid limits of the queuing processes under the proposed policies in §EC4.1 and then prove the tightness of the stationary distributions of the fluid scaled processes in §EC4.2. We present the proof in §EC4.3
EC4.1. Analysis of the fluid model
In this section we analyze the fluid limits of the chat systems under the proposed policies. First we establish the fluid model equations that are satisfied by the fluid limits and then find the steady state of the fluid model solutions.
Consider the asymptotic regime where (9) holds. Consider the following fluid model equations.
A i ,L q are non-decreasing, i = 0, 1, . . . , I,
where the priorities of levels are found based on i * (1, N ) as explained in §EC2.2. We refer to Because the proposed policy depends on the values of λ and N λ , if i * (1, N ) has only one element, there may be a "discontinuity" in the proposed policies along the sequence of systems. Specifically, the proposed policy π λ, * may be different for each λ and may fluctuate between different policies as λ → ∞. We prove Theorem 2 separately for the cases when such discontinuity is present and when it is not. Under the following assumption we will show that the proposed policy is independent of λ for large λ.
Assumption 1. One of the following conditions holds i) The set i * (1, N ) has two elements;
ii) The set i * (1, N ) has only one element and all the levels are efficient;
iii) N λ = λN for some N ≥ 0 and for λ large enough.
If Assumption 1 holds, one can work with the fluid model to complete the proof of Theorem 2.
Otherwise, one needs to work with the fluid limits as described in Proposition 2. We next show that the fluid model is obtained from the underlying queueing system equations. The fluid scaling of the queueing processes are defined asZ
withZ ( Dai and Tezcan (2011) ) hence we skip the details. Also, the fact that fluid limits satisfy the fluid model equations can be proved as in there. We also note that all the fluid model equations (EC59)-(EC69) except (EC65) are satisfied by the fluid limits under any sequence of non-idling policies. We next show that the fluid limits under the proposed policy satisfy the policy specific equation (EC65).
Fix a fluid limit Z ,Q,Ā,L q and assume thatZ i (t) > 0 for some i ≤ I − 1. Then, there exists a subsequence, denoted again by λ and ω ∈ Ω such that
By the continuity of the fluid model solutions, (EC71) implies that
, for some δ > 0 small enough and for all λ large enough. Under Assumption 1(i),
by the continuity of an LP on its constraints and because there can be at most two basic levels, for λ large enough we have i
all λ large enough. Under Assumption 1(ii) the set of basic levels may be different for two different λ's, however, because all the levels are efficient the policy is a strict priority rule giving priority to levels with a lower index for each λ. Condition (EC65) then follows from (EC49), (EC53), (EC71) and (EC72).
Steady state of the fluid limits: Next we establish the steady state of the fluid model. Fix N and consider the optimal solution λ * (1, N ) = (λ * i (1, N ) ; i = 0, 1, . . . , I, I + 1) of (10). Let z * be defined as in (18) and
with (Q(0),Z(0)) < 2M and for any > 0 there exists T (M, ) > 0 such that
We present the proof of this result in §EC8.1.
When Assumption 1 does not hold:
Next we analyze the fluid limits when Assumption 1 does not hold and prove a result similar to Theorem EC1. In this case we work with the fluid limits instead of the fluid model solutions as the fluid limits may not satisfy (EC65) because of the aforementioned "discontinuity" in the proposed policy in the sequence of CSC systems.
Proposition 2. Consider a sequence of chat service systems and assume that (9) and (EC70)
hold. Also assume that i * (1, N ) has only one element,
and that
for some M and > 0. Then, there exists T > 0 large enough such that
We present the proof in §EC8.2.
EC4.2. Convergence of steady state quantities
Consider the asymptotic regime where (9) holds. Letῡ(π λ ) denote the stationary distribution of (Z λ (t),Q λ (t)) under a non-idling policy π λ . The existence and uniqueness ofῡ(π λ ) follow from the proof of Theorem 1. We next show that the sequence of fluid scaled stationary distributions is tight.
Theorem EC2. Consider a sequence of chat service systems that satisfies (9) under a sequence of non-idling policies {π λ } and let Z λ (0),Q λ (0) be distributed according toῡ(π λ ). Then the )) is tight and the sequence Q λ (0) is uniformly integrable.
A proof is presented in §EC8.3.
EC4.3. Proof of Theorem 2
Consider a sequence of chat service systems that satisfies (9). Let υ λ denote the stationary distribution in the λth system. The first claim follows from the second one, Theorem EC2, and the fact
We focus on proving the second part for the rest of the proof. Assume that the initial state (Q λ (0), Z λ (0)) has distribution υ λ . By Theorem EC2, the sequence {(Q λ (0),Z λ (0))} is tight. Therefore, it is sufficient to show that every convergent subsequence of (Q λ (0),Z λ (0)) converges to the same limit (q * , z * ). To this end consider a convergent subsequence, denoted again by {λ} for notational simplicity. We show that
To prove (EC78) it is enough to show that lim sup
for any , > 0. Therefore, fix > 0 and > 0. By Theorem EC2, there exists M > 0 such that
Using an argument similar to that in Theorem A.1 in Dai and Tezcan (2011) and using Theorem 4.4 in Billingsley (1968) , the sequence
is tight, whereS λ = (S Also observe thatS i (t) = 1, forS = S 1 (t), . . . , S I+1 ; t ≥ 0 andĀ(t) = t, t ≥ 0 a.s. Obviously, it is enough to prove (EC79) for any such (further) subsequence.
By appealing to the Skorohod representation theorem, we may choose an equivalent distributional representation (which we will denote by putting a "˜" above the symbols) such that the sequence of random processes
as well as the limit
are defined on a new probability space, say (Ω,G,P ), so thatP -a.s.
u.o.c. as λ → ∞. ClearlyS i (t) = 1, t ≥ 0 a.s. forS = S 1 (t), . . . ,S I+1 ; t ≥ 0 , hence we drop it from the notation for the rest of the proof. Also,Ã(t) = t a.s. for t ≥ 0.
By the equivalent distributional representation, the limit Q (0),Z(0),Q,Z,Ã,L q satisfies the fluid model equations (EC59)-(EC69) if Assumption 1 holds. Hence, it follows from (EC80) and Theorem EC1 that there exists T > 0 such that
for all t ≥ T . By (EC82) and the equivalent distributional representation, this implies that
for all t ≥ T and λ large enough. We obtain the desired result (EC80) by the fact that the initial state (in the original probability space) (Q λ (0),Z λ (0)) has a stationary distribution for each λ. If
Assumption 1 does not hold, (EC83) (hence the result) follows from Proposition 2.
EC4.4. Proof of Theorem 3
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2 hence we only present a sketch. The main difference in the proof is that we need to show that Theorem EC1 is still valid under π when (23) holds. The proof is similar to that of Theorem EC1. It is easily checked that (EC110) in Step 1 and (EC111)
in
Step 2 of Theorem EC1 are still valid when (23) holds. Then
Step 3 is identical since π takes the same actions with π λ, * when (EC113) and (EC114) hold.
EC5. Proof of Proposition 1
Assume that (9), (26) and (27). holds. (Throughout the proof we use the notation defined in §EC2.)
Recall that z * (1, N ) = (z * 0 , z * 1 , . . . , z * I ) denotes the optimal solution of (10) (with staffing level N and arrival rate λ = 1), see (18).
As in the proof of Theorem 2, we focus on the fluid limits. First we give an explanation of how the queueing equations are obtained under π P . Let levels i j and i j+1 be efficient and recall that U i j denote the set of inefficient levels whose indices are in between the indices of these two levels (i j and i j+1 ). With a slight abuse of notation, let A λ i (t) denote the number of customers who are assigned to an agent at levels {i j } ∪ U i j upon arrival. By construction of our policy there may be at most one agent at one of the levels in U i j . Let
.
Now because of the preemption procedure
Using this condition and (EC84), one can show that the fluid limits of π P satisfy the following equations in addition to (EC59) and (EC64)-(EC69); for i / ∈ F
where J is the number of efficient levels. The fluid model equations (EC59), (EC64)-(EC69) and (EC85)-(EC89) are similar to the fluid model equations (EC59)-(EC69), with one difference; the number of agents transitioning from one level to another as explained above. We note again that a solution {Z,Q,Ā} to equations (EC59), (EC64)-(EC69) and (EC85)-(EC89), referred to as a fluid model solution, is differentiable almost everywhere and we refer to a point where it is differentiable as a regular point.
As in the proof of Theorem 2, it is enough to show that for any fluid model solution {Z,Q,Ā}, given > 0, there exists T large enough such that
for t ≥ T and i = 0, . . . , I. We also note that for i / ∈ F, (EC90) follows from Lemma 1 and (EC85).
We prove the result in three steps. We mainly focus on the case when there are two basic levels, whose indices denoted by i j and i j+1 , 0 < i j < i j+1 < I andd 1 N < 1 <d I N and comment on other cases at the end of the proof. Throughout the proof we only consider regular points of the fluid model solution.
Step1 (when i < i j ): We first show that (EC90) holds for i < i j . The proof is similar to the proof of Step 1 of Theorem EC1 using an induction argument. For i = 0, the argument in Step 1 of Theorem EC1 can be repeated verbatim. Assume that i k ∈ F with 0 < i k < i j and there exits t such thatZ i (t) = 0 for all t ≥ t and i < i k . We show that there exists T > t such thatZ i k (t) = 0 for t ≥ T , completing the induction argument. Because level i k is the lowest indexed nonempty level then at any regular point t > t
Therefore by (EC59) and (EC86),
where the inequality follows from the fact that i k+1 − i k ≤ I and i k , i k+1 ∈ F. Because i k < i j and so i k+1 ≤ i j , (EC91) implies that, when there are two basic levels,
wheneverZ i k (t) > 0 for a regular point t. Therefore, there exists T large enough such that Z i (t) = 0 for all t ≥ T and i < i j , completing the proof of (EC90) for i < i j .
Step 2 (When i > i j+1 ): Next we focus on i > i j+1 and prove by induction that (EC90) holds for i > i j+1 . As in the second step of proof of Theorem EC1,Q(t) = 0 for t > T :
Assume thatZ I (t) > 0 for a regular point t > T . IfZ i (t) > 0 for some i < i J−1 , then by (EC87) and (EC89)Ż
IfZ i (t) = 0 for all i < i J−1 , thenŻ i (t) = 0 for all i < i J−1 for any regular point t by (EC86)-(EC89),
23 By (EC92) and (EC93) there exists T I > 0 such thatZ I (t) < for t ≥ T I . Now consider J > k > j + 1 and assume that there exits T i k+1 such that, for t ≥ T i k+1 ,
for i > i k and that
Assume also thatZ i k (t) > I /d i k for a regular point t. IfZ i (t) > 0 for some i < i k − 1, then by (EC86), (EC89), (EC94) and (EC95)
IfZ i (t) = 0 for all i < i k−1 , thenŻ i (t) = 0 for all i < i k−1 for any regular point t, hence by (EC86), (EC89), (EC94) and (EC95)
By (EC96) and (EC97) there exists T i k > 0 such thatZ i k (t) < for t ≥ T i k completing the induction argument.
Step 3 (i j and i j+1 ): Now we are ready to finish the proof by focusing on i j and i j+1 . We show that given there exists T large enough such that
The proof is similar to the case with U i j = ∅ in the proof of Theorem EC1. Fix > 0 and given > 0 choose T ( ) so that (EC113) and (EC114) hold. Existence of such T ( ) is guaranteed by the first two steps. Then by (EC86), (EC113) and (EC114), ifZ i j (t) = z * i j +˜ , for˜ > and t > T ( )
, this gives the desired.
Other cases: The other cases are handled in a way similar to that described at the end of the proof of Theorem EC1.
EC6. Proof of Theorem 4
Fix > 0 that satisfies
≥ 1 and consider the policyπ * ( ). By (6), (EC2), Theorem EC2
and (EC77) it is enough to show that lim sup
Note that by Proposition 1, there exist λ and T large enough such that for the virtual system
(1, N ) > , for k = 1, 2, then the result follows from Theorem 2. Now assume that z * i j k (1, N ) < and let j 1 denote index of the lowest indexed level whose index is greater than i j 1 that is not in N . Note that as in the proof of Theorem EC8.1,
large enough. Hence (EC99) follows. Now assume that z * i j 1
(1, N ) < and let j 2 denote the index of the lowest indexed level whose index is greater than i j 2 that is not in N . By steps 1 and 2 of Theorem EC8.1,Z i (t) = 0 for
enough. Note that because j 2 denotes the index of the smallest indexed level whose index is larger than i j 2 that is not in N , all levels in {i j 2 + 1, . . . , j 2 − 1} (if there are any) are in N . In this case (EC99) follows similarly to the third step of the proof of Theorem EC8.1 as we explain next. Set T = 0 for notational simplicity. IfZ i j 2 −1 (t) +Z i j 2 (t) > N − d m for any t the result readily follows.
Therefore assume thatZ i j 2 −1 (0) +Z i j 2 (0) < N − d m . Then, it is easy to show using the fluid model equations that eitherZ i j 2 −1 (s) = 0 orZ i j 2 −1 (s) +Z i j 2 (s) > N − d m for s large enough. In the latter case the desired result follows from the preceding argument so assume that the former holds. Also assume thatZ i j 2 (t) < N − d m for all t ≥ s as otherwise the result follows again from the preceding argument. Then it is easy to check thatZ i j 2 −1 (t) = 0 and similar to (EC119) and (EC120) we have for t ≥ s thatZ
and for any b > 0 there exists finite T ( b ) large enough such that
The rest of the proof follows similarly to the third step of the proof of Theorem EC8.1.
EC7. Proofs of the results in Section 5
Proof of Theorem 5: The proof follows from Theorems 1 and 2. First it is easily checked that
Assume that there exists an asymptotically feasible sequence N n such that
Then there exists a subsequence (for simplicity of notation, we still use index n), along which
for some N . Also, by (EC103) and (EC104), we have
By Theorems 1 and 2, for any non-idling policy π n , if the staffing level is equal to N n in the nth system, we have lim inf
Hence, N n cannot be feasible and in turn (EC103) cannot hold. Also,
where the equality follows from Theorem 2, (38) and (EC102) and the inequality follows from the fact that N * (λ, p Ab ) is an optimal solution (hence a feasible solution) of the staffing LP.
Proof of Theorem 6: Fix δ > 0. If p Ab = P Ab 1 the result follows from Lemma 1 and (EC2) and Theorem 4 by setting = δ/2. Note that if p
by Lemma 2 since both levels 1 and I are assumed to be efficient. For notational simplicity we set
By Lemma 1 and (EC2), θ > 0. Choose > 0 as in Theorem 4 so that (29) holds with θ. The result then follows from Theorem 4.
EC8. Proofs of supplemental results
In this section we prove Theorem EC1 in §EC8.1, Proposition 2 in §EC8.2 and Theorem EC2 in §EC8.3. (Throughout this section we use the notation defined in §EC2.)
EC8.1. Proof of Theorem EC1
Fix N and let i * (1, N ) = {i j , i j+1 } denote the set of the indices of the basic levels. We mainly focus on the case when 0 < i j < i j+1 < I andd 1 N < 1 <d I N . We describe how the proof can be extended to other cases at the end. In addition we focus mainly on the case when N = ∅ and extend the proof using Lemma EC4 below when it is not. Let (Q,Z,Ā,L q ) denote a fluid model solution.
Throughout the proof we use the following fact that ifZ i (t) = 0 at a regular point t thenŻ i (t) = 0, sinceZ i attains its minimum at t.
Fix > 0. We prove (EC74) in three steps.
1. We first show that there exists T 1 ≥ 0 such thatZ i (t) = 0 for t ≥ T 1 and i ≤ i j − 1.
2. Then we show that given > 0 there exists T 2 ≥ T 1 such thatZ i (t) < for t ≥ T 2 and i > i j+1 .
3. In the last step, we show that given > 0 there exists T 3 ≥ T 2 such that Z i (t) − z * i < for t ≥ T 3 and for i = i j , i j + 1 . . . , i j+1 , completing the proof.
Because (Q,Z,Ā,L q ) is differentiable almost everywhere, when we take the derivatives with respect to t we only consider the regular points of (Q,Z,Ā,L q ) throughout the proof without loss of generality.
Step 1. Let
Assume that f (t) > 0. Note that by (EC59)-(EC69), for any regular point t we havė
and the last inequality follows from (18), and the fact that there are two basic levels. HenceZ i (t) = 0, i ≤ i j − 1, for t ≥ T 1 := N/δ.
Step 2. Now we consider i > i j+1 . By (EC62), (EC66) and (EC67), ifQ(t) > 0, we havė
Hence,Q(t) = 0 for t > T :
By our assumption N = ∅ and (EC59)-(EC69), if f (t) > for t > T , theṅ
where δ = min d i j+1 +1 /I, −1 +d i j+1 +1 N , which is positive by (14). By our assumption N = ∅, we conclude thatZ
for t ≥ T 2 := T + N/δ and i > i j+1 .
Step 3. To conclude the proof we need to show that (EC74) is satisfied (for a reselected ) bȳ
. By the first two steps, we can assume that for any > 0 there exists a finite T ( ) > 0 such that for t ≥ T ( ),Q(t) = 0,
Assume that U i j = ∅. Fix , > 0 so that
Recall that by Lemma EC1d
for all i < i j+1 otherwise level i j+1 cannot be an efficient level. By (EC60), (EC65), (EC67) and
This gives the desired result (EC74) for i j , i j+1 with
and (EC116).
Now assume that
By (EC113), (EC114), (EC116) and (EC64), given δ > 0, there exists , > 0 such that ifd
Therefore, it is enough to prove that for > 0 small, there exists T such that for t ≥ T ≥ T ( ),
For the rest of the proof fix > 0 and > 0 small so that
From here on we only consider t ≥ T ( ) so take T ( ) = 0 for notational simplicity and assume that (EC113) and (EC114) hold for t ≥ 0.
We begin the proof in this case with the following preliminary results. For all t ≥ 0 and > 0
Proof of (EC119): By (EC118) we have
Note that because level i j − 1 has priority over levels i ≥ i j and level i j has lower priority than those
It is easy to show that ifd b (t) ≥ 1 andZ i (t) = 0 for all i ∈ U i j , then t cannot be a regular point. Therefore, by (EC60) and (EC65)
This gives (EC119).
Proof of (EC120): Now assume thatd
Let i be the highest indexed non-empty level in U i j . Then, for all i < i < i j+1 ,
by (EC60)-(EC65) sinceZ i attains a minimum at t. Therefore, if (EC123) holds, by (EC60)-
where |U i j | is the cardinality of the set U i j .
Note also that if for all the levels i ∈ U i j ,Z i (t) = 0 (implyingŻ i (t) = 0) then when (EC123) holds,
Therefore,d b (t) is increasing ifd b (t) ≤ 1 and so (EC120) holds.
We consider the following three cases separately to complete the proof.
where (EC129) follows from (EC60)-(EC65) and the fact that level i j − 1 has priority over all the other levels i ≥ i j − 1, (EC130) follows from the definition of δ(t), (EC131) follows from (EC127) and (EC132) follows from (EC118). Therefore, for T large enough f (t) = 0 for t ≥ T and so (EC128) holds for all t ≥ T . However, this contradicts the fact thatd
, giving (EC117) in this case.
By (EC120), we can assume without loss of generality thatd b (t) ≥ 1 − for t large enough. Ifd b (t) ≥ 1, the proof is complete by Case (B) so
− 2 for some t, (EC117) follows from (EC119). Therefore, assume that
+˜ 2 (t) for˜ 2 defined as in (EC126). Hence
Becaused b (t) < 1, by (EC60)-(EC65), (EC133), and the fact that level i j+1 − 1 have higher priority than level i j and level i j+1 ,
However, becauseZ i j (t) < z * i j − 2 for all t ≥ 0, this impliesd b (T ) > 1 for small, contradicting our earlier assumption and completing the proof by Case (B).
Other cases: If there is only one basic level i j with 1 < i j < I then we havē
, using an argument similar to that in Step 1.
Therefore, for t ≥ T 1 , by (EC60) and (EC65) If N = ∅, the second step in the proof needs to be modified. The result in that case follows from the following lemma.
Lemma EC4. Assume that the conditions of Theorem EC1 hold and that i j+1 < I. Then for any > 0 there exists t 2 > 0 such thatZ i (t) < for t ≥ t 2 and i > i j+1 .
Proof of Lemma EC4: Assume that the conditions of Theorem EC1 hold and that i j+1 < I. Let {ν i } denote a sequence of nonnegative finite constants {ν i } for i ≥ i j+1 + 1 such that
Also, let {ρ i } be defined for i ≥ i j+1 + 1 recursively as follows;
where ρ i j+1 = 0. Define
Observe that, given > 0, it is enough to show that there exists T > 0 such that
Fix and assume that f (t) > . This implies
Recall that we assume I / ∈ N .
Case 1: Assume thatZ n (t) > 0 for some n < i j+1 , then by (EC60) and (EC65)
Case 2: Now assume thatZ n (t) = 0 for all n < i j+1 , then for a regular point t,
becauseZ i j+1 −1 (t) = 0 (note that this is only possible if 1 ≥ d i j+1Z i j+1 (t), which we assume is true), and I i=i j+1Z i (t) = N . Note that (EC136) implieṡ
Because 1 < d I N , we can assume without loss of generality thatZ I (t) < N , for all t ≥ 0, and so there exists i < I withZ i (t) > 0, by (EC64).
Case 2(a): Assume that there exists a level n such that i j+1 ≤ n < I,Z n (t) > 0 and n / ∈ N and let i / ∈ N be the index of the lowest indexed such level at time t. Note that i + 1 / ∈ N . By the definition of the policy and (EC65), if i ∈ N and i ≤ ī
Also, if i / ∈ N and i ≤ i, we claim thaṫ
To prove this first note thatŻ i (t) = 0, for a regular point t. Therefore, by (EC60), it is enough to show thatȦ i −1 (t) = 0. IfZ i −1 (t) > 0, then i − 1 ∈ N and by (EC138),Ȧ i −1 (t) = 0. Assume that Z i −1 (t) = 0 and soŻ i −1 (t) = 0. IfZ i −2 (t) > 0, therefore i − 2 ∈ N , thenȦ i −2 (t) = 0 by (EC60).
BecauseŻ i −1 (t) = 0, this impliesȦ i −1 (t) = 0 by (EC60). IfZ i −2 (t) = 0, we repeat the same argument until we reach to level i j+1 or the highest indexed level i − k before i withZ i −k (t) > 0.
Also,Ȧ
by (EC65). Therefore by (EC60) and (EC63)
For
By (EC138)-(EC140) and (EC63)
Then, by (EC141)-(EC144) 
EC8.2. Proof of Proposition 2
Assume that the conditions of the proposition hold. We prove the result by contradiction. Assume that (EC76) does not hold. Then we can find a subsequence, denoted again by λ, such that
We next prove that no such subsequence exists. Let i j denote the index of the single basic level in i * (1, N ). For simplicity we only consider the case when i j < i J−1 , but the proof is similar for other cases. We note that Z ,Q,Ā,L q satisfies the fluid model equations (EC59)- (EC64) and ( by Lemma 1. We focus on the case when the former holds; the proof for the case when only the latter holds is similar.
If the first equation in (EC152) holds, then along a subsequence λ the limit is attained, hence the proposed policy is π * (i j−1 , i j ) (although i * (1, N ) has a single element) for λ large enough. Fix a sample path ω ∈ Ω such that (EC75) holds andQ(0) < M .
From the first two steps of the proof of Theorem EC1, there exists T > 0 such that Z i (t) = 0, for i = 0, 1, . . . , i j−1 − 1 (EC153) andZ i (t) < /I, for i = i j + 1, . . . , I.
We prove below that there exists T 1 > T such that Z i (t) < /I, for i = i j−1 , . . . , i j − 1 (EC155) for t > T 1 . By (EC64) and (EC153)-(EC155), for t > T 1
Note that (EC156) holds for a set of sample paths with probability greater than 1 − , giving the desired result.
We prove (EC155) to complete the proof. Let
If f (t) > δ, then by (EC65) (recall that π * (i j−1 , i j ) is the policy for the case with two basic levels i j−1 and i j along this sequence), (EC60), (EC63), (EC64), (EC65), (EC153) and (EC154)
giving (EC156).
EC8.3. Proof of Theorem EC2
Consider a sequence of chat service systems that satisfies (9) under a sequence of non-idling policies {π λ }. For x ∈ R I+2 + , define Φ(x) = I+1 i=0 x i . Next we show that, for λ large enough, for some t 0 , K > 0 and 0 < δ < 1,
In other words, Φ is a geometric Lyapunov function with a geometric drift size 0 < δ < 1, drift time t 0 and exception parameter K (see Gamarnik and Zeevi (2006) ). By Theorem 5 in Gamarnik and Zeevi (2006) , (EC157) implies that
where φ λ (t 0 ) = sup
Φ(x) . 
Because
Choose K = 7κ and t 0 = 1/γ. We now compute an upper bound of E x Ψ Z λ (t 0 ),Q λ (t 0 ) . Let Z λ (·) denote the total number of customers in an M/M/∞ queue with arrival rate λ and service rate γ. Then by a coupling argument one can show that E x Ψ Z λ (t 0 ),Q λ (t 0 ) ≤N λ + E Z λ (t)|Z(0) = x I+1 . It follows from the Kolmogorov equation (see Example 2 in Chapter 4.6 of Karlin and Taylor (1975) ) that for t > 0
When Φ(x) > K, we must have x I+1 ≥ 6κ due to the choice of K and the fact that I i=0 x i < sup nN λ . So by (EC159) and the choice t 0 ,
Again, by (EC159)
Thus, (EC157) holds for δ = 5/7.
